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such as streaming survey courses over the network so students can attend flexibly freeing
up teaching space and providing student choice of study mode

These trends in use of technology to support delivery of education can be clearly seen in the
changing requirements of units offered by the provider Universities through OUA. OUA has
a strong commitment to the quality of its academic products and supports continuous
improvement of units through programs such as professional development and funding
grants in partnership with providers. One measurable outcome of this continuous
improvement is the changes to delivery mode for undergraduate and postgraduate units
over time, as shown in the tables below. The delivery modes are defined in section 3.2.1 of
the 2002 DEEWR report "Universities Online: A survey of online education and services in
Australia".

(http://www.dest.gov.au/NR/rdonlyres/69BC95EB-CAE4-4A4B-80DE-C74BB5F33E10/896/02_a.pdf)

2010 2011
Number Number

Delivery Mode of Units Percentage Delivery Mode of Units Percentage
Print Only 15 2% Print Only 7 1%
Web Supplemented 146 16% Web Supplemented 112 12%
Web Dependent 377 42% Web Dependent 268 30%
Fully Online 362 40% Fully Online 652 72%
Total 900 Total 1039

Of the units which are offered in one of the three delivery modes which rely on the web, the
percentage which indicate a specific requirement for broadband access has also increased
substantially over this time.

2010 2011
Units with requirement of 92 10% Units with requirement of 587 56%
"Broadband access" "Broadband access"

Descriptions of the instructional methods used in such units reveal that a range of
technologies are in use, including recorded lectures/podcasts, embedded multimedia and
interactive games, and online submission of assignments.

As the Horizon Reports clearly predict and the evidence supports, demand for technology
will increase. Capacity must. The copper network will not be able to meet our future
demands because our current demand is already at the maximum physical capability. The
future must include the widest possible access to fibre optic delivered broadband, with fixed
point wireless where that is most cost-effective.

In summary, OUA sees the NBN as a vital step forward in taking advantage of the potential
of technology and innovation for Australia's future.
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